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How to: Change a web page's page title from the PowerShell
command line. Open up the web.config file in an editor, add the
following into it (don't forget to include the quotes of your
command): 1 15Q: How do I reference an array without using [] I'm
using JavaScript. I know that if I want to reference an array I can do
something like this: var foo = ['bar', 'baz']; However, I don't want to
do that. I want to know how I can reference the items in the array
by name without using []? I am looking for a solution that works
like this: var foo = { 'bar': 'baz', 'qux': 'anything' }; I am looking for
an equivalent to Python's {}. I want to map my keys like this. I have
tried doing this: var foo = {}; foo[bar] = baz; But it doesn't work. If
I console.log(foo), it shows that there is no {bar} property. A:
There's no built-in way to store {foo: bar, baz: 123} to the same
object, but you can write a function that turns that into the mapping
you want: function objToMap(obj) { var out = {}; for (var k in obj)
{ if (obj.hasOwnProperty(k)) out[k] = obj[k]; } return out; } A: I
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would go with something like this, and it's easily extensible function
get(key, obj){ if(obj){ return obj[key]; } return undefined; } var
foo = { 'bar': 'baz', 'qux': 'anything' }; var m = get(foo, "bar");
console.log(m); Or, to create a global setting for all values...
function get(key, obj){ if(obj){ return obj[key]; }
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